

Host Mare says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Continue USS Artemis 9805.22<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

CMO_Rosin says:
::kicks the foam around slightly::
Computer: Emergency biohazard alert, erect a level 3 biohazard containment field around Transporter Room 1, Authorization Rosin-One-One-Omega

FCOBryant says:
:::is really wondering if a three hundred year old Ferengi is worth all the trouble, shame about the ship though::::CTAC: the captain is gonna kill us!

CTAC_Brad says:
::in the TR::

Tok says:
:::Foam bound with others in TR ::

CEO_LtRex says:
::On the Bridge at Engineering Station::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Is on the bridge ::

CTAC_Brad says:
FCO:  Nah..  The Captain is fair man...  He will understand

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Checking the info of the Ferengi schematics he has come with.. ::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  They mentioned foam...has it been beamed aboard as well?

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Back us out of here....nice and slow and plot course to SB 74

Host Mare says:
<computer> Biohazard protocol engaged

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See that a biohazard alert as been risen.. ::CO: Yes it has sir.. the TR is full of it..

Tok says:
:::hears the noise and puts hands over shell like ears ::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  A Biohazard alert?  Wouldn’t the filters get something hazardous if it was beamed?

CMO_Rosin ::running scan of foam with tricorder::  (Tricorder.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: I'm afraid the biofilters weren’t fully functional.. and foam is not consider a dangerous compound..

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Well...lock down the TR until we can figure out what’s going on...

CMO_Rosin says:
Mitchell: Sorry to keep you in here, but I'm not really sure what this stuff is....

Tok says:
AT: What is all of this noise? you rouse me from a perfectly nice sleep and then subject me to all of this noise and bother ?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir.. :: try to lock on the foam.. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
::looks at the Ferengi, then the doctor::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. they are still people inside the TR.. wouldn't  it be prudent to just beam the foam.. ?

FCOBryant says:
:::tries to wade through the foam to the transporter controls:::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: And prepare to lock on the TR access ::

CTAC_Brad says:
CMO:  Doctor..  would you care to try explaining this to our new guest?

CEO_LtRex says:
::Runs a level 3 diagnostic on TR::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  If you can...then do so.  But until we find out whether they are contaminated or not, I am not planning on exposing the entire crew.

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  The needs of the many, outweigh the needs of the few

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir.. :: Try to safely beam the foam into a containment field in one of the science labs.. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::turns to Tok:: What is this stuff made of?  Is it toxic?

CaptPyril says:
*CMO*  Is there any sign of medical problems?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: raise a eyebrow.. :: CO: A logical statement.. put I don't think that the foam could consider to be a threat..

CSO_Vogas says:
:: beam the foam to containment field in Lab 3::

Tok says:
CMO: Of Course it is not toxic .. it was put aboard my craft to help preserve things

CSO_Vogas  (Transporter.wav)

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  But until we know whether it is or not.....I take no chances

CMO_Rosin says:
*Pyril*: Not yet Sir, but the tricorder is not able to determine the properties of the foam

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir..

Host Mare says:
ACTION: THE FOAM IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSPORTED TO LAB 3

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: Preserve things?  What things?

CaptPyril says:
::thinks something about the questionable parentage of the foam......::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir. I will investigate the foam in hope of getting more information about it..

CaptPyril says:
CSO: Understood...

CaptPyril says:
FCO: Plot course for Starbase 74...engage at Warp 1

Tok says:
CMO: Even the best fabrics will deteriorate in time...this aids in keeping me from being as naked now as a female

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Ask Ensign Tchou to take over and head for Lab 3.. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
All: Ok, the foam is not dangerous, according to our guest here, soo... 
Computer: Release biohazard containment field, Authorization Rosin-One-One-Omega

FCOBryant says:
captain: aye sir

CSO_Vogas says:
:: As to stop by Lab 4 and Mister Langlois quarters.. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO* Captain, are we free to leave the transporter now?

Tok says:
CMO: What is this ship again ? Is it for sale ?

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: So, it's a preservative?  ::thinks: well, 300 years ago...::

CMO_Rosin says:
::raises an eyebrow at that question::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Yes...but confine yourselves to that deck until CSO Vogas can determine the nature of the foam

Tok says:
CMO: But of course , the best that I could buy :::Smiles::

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO* Acknowledged..

CTAC_Brad says:
ALL in TR:  OK guys, we have to remain on this deck, but we can leave the TR now...

FCOBryant says:
:::really wants to get out of this uniform::::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Ask Ensign Jey, Ltjg Algo and Ensign Pirks to work with him.. ::

FCOBryant says:
CTO: oh grand I can go for a nature walk in the corridor!

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: Well, I'm not the Commanding Officer, but I'll put you in touch with the Captain ::grins::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Begin to study the foam ::

Tok says:
CMO: I think they might let this ship go for a good price ..I see places where the fittings are not joined properly at all

CSO_Vogas says:
:: ask Ensign Jey to check it with computer database.. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO* Captain, can you get a Universal Translator sent down here..

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Pirks and Algo will help him in the experimentation of the foam.. ::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  There should be several in the transporter room lockers...

CMO_Rosin says:
Mitchell:  Sir, if you would be so kind as to get a spare translator for our friend here, I'm getting a bit of a headache...

Tok says:
CMO: That is the one in charge ? Good , there may be a job open after I buy this thing

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO*  Aye..  ::mentally kicks himself for not having thought of that..

CTAC_Brad says:
::opens the locker and grabs one, handing it to the CMO::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: pick up a simple of it and run some test.. ::

Tok says:
:::watches with interest as the device is passed ::

FCOBryant says:
::::looks at the Vulcan and grins:::: hey you wanna race down the hall?

CaptPyril says:
::relaxes back into his chair, easing himself down into the chair::

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: I doubt very much they'd sell this ship.. it's fairly new...
::hands the translator to Tok:: Tok: Here, put this in your ear...

CSO_Vogas says:
*CO*: Sir... the foam appear to be non-lethal and toxic. I don't think it could cause trouble to any member of the crew..

Tok says:
:::Looks askance at the Doctor :: In my ear ??

CTAC_Brad says:
FCO:  That would not be logical Mr. Bryant..  I would win to easily..  <g>

CaptPyril says:
*CSO*  Understood...file the report and return to the bridge

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: Don't worry, it's a universal translator, it will allow you to speak to the others of my kind

CSO_Vogas says:
*CO*: Aye sir.. :: Begin to work on report.. ::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  You are free to move about the ship....it is simple fire-suppression foam...slippery, but not lethal or toxic

FCOBryant says:
:::thinks you wish but keeps his mouth shut:::: CTO: Vulcans!

Tok says:
:::looks at the device and then at the doctor :: starts trying to put it in sideways ::

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO*  Acknowledged Captain

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: No!  Here, let me...

FCOBryant says:
:::heads for his quarters to change:::

Tok says:
::Hands device to doctor ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Finish reports quickly.. as a good Vulcan would do and get back to the bridge .. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
All in TR:  Ok guys, we are free to leave

CaptPyril says:
*CMO*  once you get our guest checked out and cleaned up, escort him up to my ready room

CTAC_Brad says:
CMO:  Doctor, I'll send a security officer along with you, just incase...

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Leave Lab 3 and ask Pirks to monitor the foam, just incase.. ::

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  How do the engines look?

CTAC_Brad says:
ALL in TR:  I'm going to the bridge now..

CMO_Rosin says:
*Pyril*: Aye sir
::helps get the UT in Tok's ear correctly::  ::speaking English:: Can you understand me?

Tok says:
CMO: OW !!! That thing hurts ...you sure it goes in that way ??

CEO_LtRex says:
::Wonders why the Captain is using the Comm when I'm on the Bridge:: CO: They are kicking sir

FCOBryant says:
CTAC: sir don't you think you better change first?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Arrive to the bridge ::

CTAC_Brad says:
::looks down at his uniform::  FCO:  Perhaps..

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO* Captain, I'm going to change uniforms, then I will make my report to you

CaptPyril says:
CEO:  Excellent...::at least something has gone right:::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  understood

CTAC_Brad says:
::exits the TR and heads to his quarters to change::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Go take his post at Science Console 1 ::

CaptPyril says:
CEO:  Lt Rex...you have the conn, I will be in my ready room

CEO_LtRex says:
CO: Aye sir

FCOBryant says:
:::races out the door so he can beat the CTAC to the bridge:::

CEO_LtRex says:
::takes the conn for the first time::

CTAC_Brad says:
::changes his uniform and then exits his quarters for the bridge::

CTAC_Brad says:
::arrives on the bridge::  Rex: Mr. Rex, where is the Captain?

CEO_LtRex says:
CTAC: He's in his Ready Room

CaptPyril says:
::sits down at his desk and checks the latest reports from Starfleet::

CMO_Rosin says:
::on the way to the Bridge with Tok::

CTAC_Brad says:
Rex: Thank you

Tok says:
CMO: Doc of course I can understand you  But this thing still hurts ...perhaps it is in the wrong way ??

CTAC_Brad says:
::goes over to the RR door and stops, triggering the chime::

CEO_LtRex says:
::nods to Brad::

CaptPyril says:
Come

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Monitor the Internal Sensors as the ship approach the Starbase.. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
::enters the RR and stands in front of the desk::

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Well....were you able to find out who our guest is Lt?

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: No, it's working correctly...   So, you wanted to meet the Captain eh?
::arrives on the Bridge, a little annoyed at the security officer behind him::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: hears TAC enters RR ::

Tok says:
TOK: Yes , I want to buy this vessel ...seems like I need a new one anyway

FCOBryant says:
::: runs into the tube:::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Stands at the center of the bridge::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Still watching Internal Sensors and running final diagnostic.. ::

Tok says:
CMO: Yes , I want to buy this vessel , I need a new one anyway

CMO_Rosin says:
Rex: So, where's the Captain? in his Ready Room?

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: Well, we'll talk to the Captain about that..

CTAC_Brad says:
CO: Captain...  he is a 300 year old Ferengi..  he put himself in stasis..  never met a human, much less a Vulcan, before

FCOBryant says:
:::steps out of the tube and onto the bridge and heads for the Flight Control panel:::

CEO_LtRex says:
CMO: Yes

Tok says:
CMO: Good , I am a man of business and have important affairs to see to , I must get to Ferrenginar quickly ::Smiles::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Monitor Long range sensor.. ::

CaptPyril says:
::brings up the Ferengi Consulate on Earth.......::  CTAC:  Well, I am sure that the Ferengi are going to know about him.....

CMO_Rosin says:
Rex: Thank you 
Tok: This way....
::rings the "door bell" of the Ready Room::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See that Starbase is very near.. they're coming close.. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  It would seem so..  but they might have to go back some to find him...

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Resume your duties Lieutenant.....run full simulations on all weapons systems.

CEO_LtRex says:
::looks over the Bridge, not sitting anywhere::

CaptPyril says:
Door:  Come..

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir..  one more thing though...

Host Mare says:
ACTION: STARBASE 74 IS WITHIN 15 MINUTES AT WARP 5

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Yes?

CMO_Rosin says:
::enters the Ready Room, motioning Tok to come in::

CMO_Rosin says:
Pyril: well captain, here's our guest..

CNS_Sodak says:
@::Watching bad Holodrama on Starbase  74::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  I would like to assign a security officer to him, more for his own benefit than ours..  act as a guide, help him with questions, etc

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Begin to pick up the Starbase on LRS ::

Tok says:
:::Sidles into the room and starts looking over the furnishings ::

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Good idea...make it so...

FCOBryant says:
:::sits at the flight control panel and checks course and speed::::

CaptPyril says:
::raises an eyebrow at the Ferengi::  CTAC:  Dismissed...

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye..  :::whispers to the guard on the way out he has that duty

CEO_LtRex says:
::Walks toward the Captain's seat, looking at it::

CaptPyril says:
::stands and approaches the Ferengi::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Yes sir.  ::turns and exits the RR for the bridge, going to the tactical console and running those tests::

Tok says:
:::Glances up sideways at the Approaching CO ::

CMO_Rosin says:
Captain: I'm uh.. afraid to say that he wants to buy this ship..
::making a joke::  I'd settle for nothing less than 500,00 bars of latinum ::grins::

CEO_LtRex says:
FCO: ETA to Starbase?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: his ask to go to lab 4 ::

Tok says:
CMO: Is that it's price ?

CMO_Rosin says:
Tok: You'll have to talk to the Captain about that...

CaptPyril says:
CMO:  I will take that into consideration....but we haven’t had a full test ride yet.....

CSO_Vogas says:
CEO: Permission to leave the bridge sir.. I am requested in Lab 4..

Tok says:
::looks to CO to see what he might say ::

FCOBryant says:
CEO: seven minutes sir!

CaptPyril says:
Ferengi:  ::extends a hand in greeting:: Welcome aboard the Artemis, I am Captain Indyrian Pyril.

CTAC_Brad says:
::finishes tests, nothing wrong::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Nods to CSO::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Go to TL and heads for Lab 4 ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::laughing:: CO: Of course Sir, if you'll need me, I'll be in Sickbay, changing my uniform...
Tok: Would you like me to send you up some clothes?

CaptPyril says:
CMO:  Dismissed

Tok says:
:::Looks at hand curiously :: I am Tok of the Ferengi Alliance

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Enter lab 4.. see the HLA test program malfunctioning apparently and Ensign Lara is there too .. ::

FCOBryant says:
CEO: Lt. rex, I think we should probably hail them and let em know we are coming, we are at war

CMO_Rosin says:
::stands in doorway midway through, waiting for Tok to respond::

CaptPyril says:
::nods head and motions for Tok to have a seat while he returns to his chair::  Tok:  By our estimations, you have been asleep for over 300 years...

CEO_LtRex says:
*CO*: Pardon the interruption sir, we're 7 minutes away from Starbase

Tok says:
CO: IS that the price of this ship then 500,000 bars of Latinum ?

CEO_LtRex says:
FCO: Who do you mean "them"?

Tok says:
:::Smiles:: CO: Captain , I know

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  Understood....notify Starbase 74 to have someone from the Ferengi Consulate meet us...

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See why the LHA is having a problem.. decide to go talk to Mister Langlois .. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::whispers:: CO: Make sure it's gold-pressed latinum ::chuckles::

CEO_LtRex says:
*CO*: Aye sir

CaptPyril says:
Tok:  The ship is not for sale Tok....::enters his name into the Consulate's computer banks, still in linkup through the LCARS::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Walks over to a console to notify Starbase 74 about the Ferengi::

CMO_Rosin says:
::decides to leave Tok in his foam-soaked clothes and walks out::

CaptPyril says:
Tok:  This ship belongs to the United Federation of Planets......we were just barely able to save you from a rather horrible death by falling within a Black Hole.....

CaptPyril says:
::watches as something comes up from the Consulate about Tok's business investments::

Tok says:
CO: Pity , It would have been nice to arrive home in some style ::Sighs :: One question though ...where do all of you People come from ?? I have never seen the like and Women ...with clothes on even ::Shakes head in disbelief ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::goes down to Sickbay, looking down at the foam still clumping on his uniform::

Tok says:
CO: What is the cost of that ?

Tok says:
:::knows everything in life has a price ::

Host Mare says:
<SB 74> COM*Artemis*: welcome to SB 74, arrangements have been made with the Ferengi Consulate to meet you upon your arrival....docking procedures to follow

CaptPyril says:
Tok:  I myself am from Bajor.......we have notified the Ferengi Consulate at our destination, and they can probably set things up better than we can.  There is no charge for our efforts...we just happen to be passing by and found you....a lot has changed in 300 years.

FCOBryant says:
:::pivots the Artemis into standard approach:::

Tok says:
CO: Captain , I can believe that , I sort of expected some change ...but this ??? No Charge ?

CNS_Sodak says:
@::Wanders the Starbase corridors::

CTAC_Brad says:
::going over the results of several security drills::

FCOBryant says:
CEO: Sir course set for standard approach

CSO_Vogas says:
:: finish his talk with mister Langlois and head for the bridge .. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::Arrives in Sickbay and scans the foam, forgetting about changing his clothes::

CEO_LtRex says:
FCO: Alright, take us in slowly.....
*CO*: We are approaching SB 74 sir

CaptPyril says:
Tok:  you've been out a long time Tok.....a lot has changed...::stands::  Come...I want to show you something....

Tok says:
:::Overhears the news and beams with joy ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Stop by lab 3 to check on the foam .. ::

FCOBryant says:
:::slows from impulse to full thrusters:::

CSO_Vogas says:
::  See that everything is alright.. go back to the bridge.. ::

Tok says:
CO: Captain , very well ::Stands ::

CSO_Vogas says:
TL: Bridge..

CaptPyril says:
::motions out the door to the bridge::

CSO_Vogas  (TurboLift.wav)

Tok says:
:::Goes out to bridge ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: arrive on the bridge.. go back to his station.. ::

Host Mare says:
ACTION: THE USS ARTEMIS RECEIVES DOCKING PERMISSION FROM SB 74

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See Ferengi coming out.. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::uses high-resolution scanner on the foam::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: check internal sensors to see the status of the ship.. ::

Tok says:
:::Looks with interest as a yeoman ( female ) comes into bridge ::

CaptPyril says:
::steps onto the bridge::

Tok says:
:::almost drools ::

CEO_LtRex says:
All: Captain on Deck

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Place the Starbase on the main viewer

CNS_Sodak says:
@::Wonders if Captain Pyril will like him::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Monitor Docking procedure.. ::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Walks back to Engineering Station on the Bridge::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir..  ::taps a few buttons and the SB appears::

FCOBryant says:
::::docks the Artemis slowly but in a style becoming of the hottest warship in Star Fleet::::

Tok says:
::looks at image ::

CaptPyril says:
Tok:  we have arrived...

Tok says:
:::Looks again as he figures the size this thing must be ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See that everything is going while.. power transfer are normal::

CMO_Rosin says:
::determines that the foam is exactly what Tok said it was: a preservative::

Tok says:
CO: Captain, that is a big place !!!

CaptPyril says:
CEO:  Has the Consulate been notified?

FCOBryant says:
CEO: sir all moorings secured

CEO_LtRex says:
CO: Yes sir

CaptPyril says:
Tok:  one of the largest facilities outside of sector 001

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Prepare to power down Scientific system for the duration of the docking.. ::

Tok says:
CO: I can well imagine

FCOBryant says:
*Engineering* finished with the engines

CEO_LtRex says:
CO: We have docked....

Tok says:
:::Wonder what size that other must be ::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Presses button on his Engineering Console on the bridge::

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Very well.....all crew are to disembark as time permits based on their schedules......I must check in with both the Consulate and Base command

FCOBryant says:
captain: aye sir!

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Lt, you have the conn.....
Tok:  Please ::motions to the TL::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Finish locking down final command to power down Science Station .. ::

Host Mare says:
<SB 74> COM*Artemis* Welcome to SB 74, Captain Indyrian Commander Quinteros wishes to see you at your earliest convenience, sir

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir

CTAC_Brad says:
::takes the center chair as the CO vacates it::

FCOBryant says:
:::is already heading to the TL thinking of all the girls on the SB

Tok says:
CO : Captain , Please ask them for me how many millions of bars I am now worth , I placed my funds in good securities before I went into hibernation , It must be in the billions of Bars

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Wonder what he will do with all the foam in his lab... ::

CTAC_Brad says:
::notes the new counselor is due to report in any minute now::

Tok says:
:::Enters TL ::

CNS_Sodak says:
::prepares 2 board Artemis::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Enter TL with Tok and prepare to head toward lab 3::

CSO_Vogas says:
Tok: Mister Tok.. I was wondering if you would consider retaking the foam that you brought with you..

Tok says:
CSO: Retaking it ??

CSO_Vogas says:
Tok: Yes.. it was brought with you when you beam over.. I thought that you might want it to back to sell it..

CTAC_Brad says:
::wonders where the counselor is..  he is almost overdue::

Tok says:
CSO: Good idea

CNS_Sodak says:
:boards Artemis::

FCOBryant says:
:::heads through the air lock into the station looking at the Vulcan boarding the ship and shakes his head:::

Tok says:
CSO; but how would I carry the stuff ?

CEO_LtRex says:
::Still on the Bridge::

CSO_Vogas says:
Tok: I will beam it to the Starbase Cargo and I'm sure that you could manage to buy a passing transporter ship..

CNS_Sodak says:
:Shakes Bryant's hand:: FCO:CNS Sodak reporting for duty

Tok says:
CSO: thanks

CSO_Vogas says:
Tok: If you will excuse.. I will go to Lab 3 to prepare to beam over the foam..

Tok says:
::Leaves TL with CO and heads to Consulate ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Leave TL and heads for Lab 3.. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::ducks behind some blinds and changes into a new uniform::

CaptPyril says:
::walks with Tok::  Tok:  you will find a great many things have changed....a great many things...

CMO_Rosin says:
::thinks: Well, my other uniform should last as long as me!::

Host Mare says:
ACTION: CAPTAIN INDYRIAN AND TOK ARRIVE AT THE FERENGI COUNSELATE

FCOBryant says:
::shakes the counselors hand:::  Sodak: so do you know your way to the bridge?

CNS_Sodak says:
::heads for TL::

Tok says:
CO: Captain , so I notice ::Busy ogling all manner of creatures , more emphasis on the women though ::

CSO_Vogas says:
::  Enters Lab 3 and informs Starbase 74 to prepare to take a special cargo .. ::

CNS_Sodak says:
FCO: yes sir

CaptPyril says:
Tok:  well, he we are....::motions for Tok to step in....following him as ho does so::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Does final checking ::

CTAC_Brad says:
::waiting for the counselor::

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate>: CO/Tok: May I help you?

CNS_Sodak says:
:Enters TL::TL:Bridge

FCOBryant says:
Sodak: make sure you see the CTAC, he is on the bridge I think, at least he was when I left,:::grins:: welcome aboard!

Tok says:
::Strides in like one in charge of the universe ::

CEO_LtRex says:
::On the Bridge waiting for something::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Ask Algo to prepare to lower the containment field and to prepare for beam out of cargo.. ::

CNS_Sodak says:
:Arrives on Bridge::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: The foam is beam over to one of the many cargo bay of Starbase 74 ::

CaptPyril says:
Consulate:  I am Captain Indyrian Pyril of the USS Artemis....we found a citizen, Tok, aboard a sleeper ship that smashed into a blackhole.

CSO_Vogas  (Transporter.wav)

FCOBryant says:
:::is looking for the rec facilities on the SB::::

Tok says:
:::Walks up to receptionist :: Tell the Ambassador that Tok is here  ! I will see him right away !

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> ::scratches ear:: Tok, errr?

CNS_Sodak says:
CTAC: CNS Sodak reporting for duty

CaptPyril says:
::raises an eyebrow at Tok's brazen attitude::

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> ::turns to computer and does a search::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Has keep a piece of the foam for more study.. ::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Walks up to Sodak:: Sodak: Counselor, welcome to the USS Artemis, I'm currently your Chief Engineer....

CTAC_Brad says:
CNS:  Welcome aboard Counselor..  Have you been show your quarters yet?

Tok says:
FC: Quickly Man , Have you no lobes for this ?

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> ::grins:: Captain: your friend here is dead.....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: put it in a vial and head toward the bridge .. ::

CNS_Sodak says:
CTAC: no sir

Tok says:
FC: I am what ??

CaptPyril says:
FC:  For tax purposes?  ::chuckles::

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate>: All his assets have been sold off to pay his debts......::grins again::

Tok says:
Grabs front of FC shirt :: Can a dead man do this ?

FCOBryant says:
:::walks in to the SB 74 lounge and sees that it is full of Klingons:::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Looks at Brad, haven't finished my greeting yet::

Tok says:
FC: I shall sue !!

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> Tok: calm yourself!

Tok says:
::Staggers a bit ::

CTAC_Brad says:
Counselor:  Very well..  ::looks up the information on the PADD::

CMO_Rosin says:
:: typing up report ::

Tok says:
FC: How was I declared Dead By who's authority ??

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Head toward Lab 4.. beginning to remove the LHA program it will have to be redesign.. it can't stop talking.. won't listen to normal verbal command.. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
CNS:  Your on deck 4, corridor 2, room 5

CaptPyril says:
::notices that Tok is busy with his own duties.....leaves the consulate and heads for Station OPS::

Tok says:
:::Reels a bit clutching his chest ::

FCOBryant says:
:::thinks about it and remembers the last time he got into a fight with a bunch of Klingons and decides to head back to the ship:::

CNS_Sodak says:
CTAC: Aye sir  thank you

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> Tok: hm.....your assets were considerable too, hm.....::looks at the computer again::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: as created a R-Petoglycol instead of a S-Peptoglycol.. ::

Tok says:
FC: who stole them ??

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Disinstall HLA and send it back to Starfleet.. ::

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> Tok; Your assets?  Why the Grand Nagus of course

CTAC_Brad says:
CNS:  My pleasure Counselor...  Would you like someone to show you to your quarters, or do you wish to find them yourself?

CaptPyril says:
::heads to a lift, and begins the lift ride up to Station OPS::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Begin to work on others physics Project. see Mister Langlois arrived ::

Tok says:
FC: Want to join me in a mass Lawsuit ? <EG> we could get very very very rich ...it is against the charter to declare a man dead with no proof

Tok says:
:::Grins very evilly ::

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> ::considers::

FCOBryant says:
:::boards the Artemis and heads for his quarters:::

Tok says:
:::Clutches chest again and falls ::

CEO_LtRex says:
::Sits back on Engineering Station on the Bridge::

CNS_Sodak says:
CTAC:I will find them myself sir

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> Tok: lets break bugs on this and talk it over, dinner?

Tok says:
:::Gasps for air ::

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> ::grins::

CTAC_Brad says:
CNS:  As you wish..  I wish you good luck on your tour of duty with us...

CEO_LtRex says:
::leans back as if it was his quarters but without putting the feet up::

CaptPyril says:
::arrives at Station OPS, steps off the lift and looks around, stunned::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Work on Warp Field configuration schematics ::

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> ::walks away, knowing that the Tok's assets are really his::

Tok says:
:::Shudders as a wave passes through his body ::

CNS_Sodak says:
CTAC: I  look forward to my duties here

Host Mare says:
<Ferengi Consulate> ::leaves the dying Ferengi Tok in his office and goes to lunch::

CSO_Vogas says:
::Work on Theoretical Warp field ::

Host Mare says:
<Commander Quinteros> ::looks up from his office and sees Indyrian::

CTAC_Brad says:
CNS:  Very well..  your free to go find your quarters and get acquainted with the ship

CNS_Sodak says:
:Enters TL::TL:Deck 4

CaptPyril says:
::quietly asks someone where the station commanders office is located.....heads up that way::

Tok says:
:::Automated Padd in Tok’s pocket sends a note to the Artemis ::

Host Mare says:
<Cmdr. Quinteros> ::stands and approaches the door to his office::

CaptPyril says:
::approaches the office of Commander Quinteros::

Host Mare says:
ACTION: THE DOORS TO QUINTEROS' OFFICE OPEN AND HE WELCOMES INDYRIAN

FCOBryant says:
::: decides to head for the bridge instead::

CaptPyril says:
Quinteros:  Hello Commander.....::a bit nervous, meeting with one of the minds behind the Galaxy project::

Host Mare says:
<Cmdr. Quinteros> Captain: Captain Indyrian?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check new theory on the subject of warp field.. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::finishes medical report::

CNS_Sodak says:
::enters quarters::

Host Mare says:
<Cmdr. Quinteros> Indyrian: welcome, and at ease please

CaptPyril says:
::nods slightly::  Quinteros:  A pleasure to be aboard Commander....a real pleasure...

CEO_LtRex says:
::Finishes his duty and left the Bridge::

FCOBryant says:
::enters the turbo lift:: *TL* bridge

Host Mare says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Pause 9805.22<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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